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From the Editor . . . 
NASPC Parts Manager Survey 
The 2012 Parts Manager Satisfaction Survey will be available between September 10 and 

October 5, 2012.  We have made quite a few improvements to StarParts in the past year.    

Release 5.0 New Features: 
• 8 Digit VIN 

• Mouse over sales codes in the description field to see the definition of the sales code(s) 

• Added the Fluids icon to the tool bar             

• Ability to CUT and PASTE VIN’s using right click button 

• Ability to print to PDF for Bookmark, Ident, Parts and Search Parts results screens 

• Added external Links to the “All Makes” and “Electrical Connector” web sites  

• Added PC Compliance at the top left of the screen. You can click on the link to see what is 
 out of compliance. 

Release 5.1 New Features: 
• Single click navigation.  In Navigator you can “single click” at each level all the way to the 

parts illustration. 

• We have lightened the watermark (Chrysler Group LLC) on the PDF’s that StarParts creates 
when printing for easier viewing. 

• In the upper left corner of your StarParts window you will now see the version of StarParts  
you are running  

• Enhanced Accessory Group - 001A 

1. Info column has more detail information on the accessory part 

2. The mouse over box has more detailed part description information. 

3. Accessory parts have their own graphic which displays when selected in the parts screen. 

Release 5.2 New Features: 
• Ability to print Mopar Notes and User Notes from any of the user note screens. 

• Ability to COPY and PASTE in the search screen using the right click feature. 

• The Java used by StarParts was upgraded from 1.4 to 1.6 which corrected the Windows 7 
graphic issues.  

In addition to the improvements listed above, we have reduced Tier 3 Escalation response 
time from a high of 3 weeks to less than 3 hours (6 months and running).   

We also improved agent accuracy due to agent training, internal process improvements and 
by listening to actual calls.   

We also have a Renewed Customer Focus  -  You Are Our Customer !! 

If you like the progress we’ve made in the past year – please take a few minutes to complete 
the NASPC Parts Manager Survey and be assured that every comment is read and taken to 
heart.  
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Letters to the Editor   
Mopar Specifying         

“This is probably the type of phone call you @ specifying have been receiving. Is this the 
correct floor mat set for this VIN? Here is the issue I see you have a VIN code for the color 
and that yes the vehicle did come from the factory with floor mats, yet what kind of floor 
mats is this part number? Are they carpeted or are they rubber, the vehicles VIN doesn't  
even break that down.   
 
I don't think the issue is whether or not StarParts is a good catalog, it's a great catalog 
compared to GM, Ford and Microcat.  The issue is we're all gun shy. We order the incorrect 
part that part is stuck in our inventory until it collects dust, unless you’re a larger dealership 
that has ample return reserve every month.  
 
So when in doubt we call the experts, I generally call a dealer that has the part in stock and 
see if it's what I am looking for.  Not that I am pointing fingers but the past few times I have 
called specifying to get parts information or clarification, the information has been wrong  
and I am stuck with wrong parts.  I have even had Specifiers tell me that they didn't know  
and they only have the exact same information that we here at the dealership have.” 
Rudolph Grein Cottage Grove Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram 
 
Thank you for the kind words about StarParts.  I understand your concern about getting 
stuck with parts ordered in error.  It’s true - Mopar Specifying does use StarParts, but 
they also have access to a bunch of engineering screens.   
 
Just so you know – if a Mopar Specifier specifies the wrong part – you can MRA that  
part (within 30 days). 
 
 
 
‘Export Only’ Parts Block 
“I need your assistance with a seat trim cover for a 2011 Grand Cherokee. StarParts shows 
part #  5LL03BD3AA.  DealerCONNECT shows this part to be an “Export Only” item.  
 
Expediting and specifying are telling us that it is a good US market part.  Can you please 
verify that this is a US market part before I order it? Any help would be appreciated.” 
Dave Graham Westbury Jeep Chrysler Dodge 
 
This issue resulted when Mopar closed a parts depot in Europe and shipped the parts  
back to the Orlando depot.  The parts that are common with US vehicles got tagged with  
the “Export Parts” label in error.  We are working through the issue. 
 
The part is confirmed to be a valid US part and Expediting will process the order for you. 
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Another Letter to the Editor   
“StarParts is improving every day. Thanks for all your efforts in this regard and for listening  
to suggestions from dealership employees.  The August Newsletter mentions some planned 
improvements I would like to comment on.  We are planning to move from Model Year catalogs  
to a Perpetual catalog.  I hope this means a life of the platform catalog (or as close to that as 
possible). In other words, the Dodge Dart catalog will incorporate 2014 and 2015 part  
numbers into the original 2013 Dart catalog. There will no longer be separate catalogs for 
every model year. While this method introduces a few challenges as body styles and 
powertrains change design, overall the maintenance is less and most importantly each 
catalog page will receive more eyeball editing attention, resulting in a more accurate,  
easy-to-understand catalog.”   
 
Your interpretation and explanation are right on the money. 
 
“When a part number is updated the system will allow us to make that change for all instances of  
that part in all catalogs  Here I assume you are talking about corrections to the description or  
a data field other than the part number (unless the original part number was a typo (34 was 
keyed as 43).  If you are talking about replacing the original part number with the latest 
number in the supersedence chain, this is a bad idea. I’m pretty sure you know this, but I 
wanted to mention it just in case. A good parts catalog will always permanently list the 
original number for a given application. If this number is overridden, stock will be stranded  
on dealer’s shelves, customers will have to wait while parts are ordered (while the original 
number sits on the dealer’s shelf), etc.”    
 
Again, you are right on the money.  The catalog will retain the original part number. 
 
“Let me relate a scenario that has happened to us several times. The new 2007 Dodge 
Caliber catalog is released and we decide to pre-stock some parts for this vehicle. The  
fender is a new part number XXXXXXXAA.  We order some and they are on the shelf.   
Several months go by. A body shop calls and orders a fender. The parts person looks it up  
the catalog. Someone at Chrysler has changed the catalog page and it now lists XXXXXXXAB 
as the only part number. He checks our inventory, sees that we do not have that number on 
file and that there are no superseding numbers. He has to order the AB. In 9-12 months we 
return the -AA to you because it has never sold.   Thanks for listening!” 
Phil Krueger   Buerge CJDR 
 
Your example is a great analogy and explains why StarParts will always retain the  
original part number.   
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Restricted Ordering – Select Upfit Parts  
The parts listed below are not available for general ordering.  When you attempt to order 
these parts you will receive the message “OE Replacement Only – Call 800-765-7732”. 
 Please verify the vehicle was built with the associated sales code for the package. 

 Call Mopar Specifying at 800-765-7732.  You will be required to provide the VIN for the 
vehicle the part is being ordered for.   

 Mopar Specifying will validate the VIN provided and transfer the call to Mopar 
Expediting to create a case for the customer.  

 Mopar Expediting will place the order for the dealer 

The order will only be processed - IF the vehicle was built with the up-fit parts.     
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Parts & Service Working Together 
The example below shows how the Parts and Service teams are working together to make 
sure you have all the information you need to service the customer’s vehicle. That’s why we 
have started to add service information in StarParts  –  when it makes sense to do so.  
 
When you order a replacement door for the Jeep Wrangler below – you don’t just take it out 
of the box, paint the part and install it on the vehicle.  If you do, the customer will experience 
water leaks.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you see an INFO note like the one shown below, you may want to print the document 
and include it when you deliver the part.  It just may eliminate a shop comeback and result in 
a delighted body shop customer. 
 
 
    

  

The Jeep® Wrangler (JK) Mopar® O.E. replacement door is e-coated and then shipped from 
the factory without door sealant. The door must be sealed properly in order to prevent water 
leaks into the vehicle and corrosion.   

The door-sealing procedure is a 4-Step Process. Be sure to have the following products 
available: 3M 08984 General Purpose Adhesive Cleaner (or equivalent), Fusor 129 Controlled 
Flow Seam Sealer and a LORD Fusor 301 Manual Dispensing Gun. 
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StarParts Application Tips 
 
Shortcut     

The fastest way to navigate in StarParts is by using the shortcut function.  
 
 
 
You can use this feature by clicking on the running man icon on the parts screen or by  
using the button on the bottom of the Bookmark, Navigator and Ident windows.  
 
Using a VIN-Group-Illustration 
You can use Shortcut to jump from one  
catalog to the next by entering a VIN 
into the Shortcut box or by Model Year 
family.   You must use a space between 
each data field. 
 
 
 
Using a Year-Family-Group-Illustration  
You can also add an optional group and  
Illustration number to jump further into  
the catalog if you know in advance 
where in the catalog you want to look.  
Again, you must use a space between 
each data field.  
 

Mopar Note  

If a part has “See Note” in the description the note is located in the upper left part  
of the screen right above the printer Icon. The picture below displays the green note. 
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August Feedback 
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New – Catalog Correction Strategy  
We just started a new initiative to identify the need for a catalog correction faster – and in 
many cases – even before we receive a request to make the correction.  The plan is very 
simple.   

Each week we’ll run a report of cases by 
part number.  Any part number with 5 or 
more cases will be investigated / resolved 
quickly.  Catalog corrections / notes / etc. 
will be made within 24 hours - whenever 
possible.  And then we’ll track it to make  
sure the calls drop off.  

Please make sure that you provide the agent with the affected part number so we can make 
sure your voice is heard. 

 
Contact Us 
Please send in your suggestions to make this newsletter more valuable to you. 

Use the Feedback Button on your StarParts menu and select Suggestions for Improvement        
as the “Type of Feedback” to record your thoughts.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is completely optional to include your contact information in the Description field, but it 
would allow us to contact you for further information and clarification to assure we address 
your concern properly.  
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